
Appendix

The appendix includes

1. Details on dataset creation and statistics.

2. Implementation details for the various baselines.

3. Visualization of outputs.

A. Datasets
A.1. Creating Datasets for RAIV

We first discuss the creation of Im-Im, Im-Vid and Vid-
Vid datasets which are aimed to have semantically rich rep-
resentations.

RAIV tasks involve a pair of images/videos and a given
statement to be classified as True or False. We create multi-
ple datasets using existing vision-language datasets which
contain SRL annotations, namely, ImSitu [47] and Vid-
Situ [36]. The main reason for choosing datasets with SRL
annotations is to obtain high-quality “action+object” infor-
mation in the image or video. We first summarize these two
datasets.

Briefly, the ImSitu dataset is created by first obtaining a
set of verbs and their corresponding roles from FrameNet
[33]. Then top image results are retrieved from the web
which includes the particular verb, followed by a strict an-
notation pipeline to denote the various entities participating
in the action. The VidSitu dataset, which serves as an exten-
sion of ImSitu to videos, obtains 10-second-long movie clips
with multiple actions. Each video is then segmented into five
2-second events, with each segment annotated with a verb
obtained from PropBank [16]. Then, a referring expression
is used to denote the entities appearing in the videos, which
are filled in the various roles.

For both ImSitu and VidSitu, we obtain the “object” in-
formation from an object detector. We utilize VinVL [49]
which involves a FasterRCNN [31] trained on multiple ob-
ject detection datasets OpenImages [18], COCO [22], Visual
Genome [17] and Object365 [37], and then fine-tuned on
Visual Genome.

We note that both ImSitu and VidSitu use different sets
of verbs for annotations. Since our datasets include both
images and videos, we simplify our setting by only utilizing
verbs that are common to both datasets. While this reduces
the total amount of available data, it hugely simplifies the
dataset creation pipeline. We also prune verbs with less than
20 annotations in either dataset. This results in 243 verbs
which are shared in both datasets.

Another issue arises in the semantic role labeling for-
mats for the two datasets. ImSitu annotations are based on
FrameNet [33] whereas VidSitu annotations are based on
PropBank [16]. We use existing heuristics based on the order-
ing and the use of roles to map the SRLs from FrameNet to

Propbank annotations. Since we are mostly concerned about
the “action+object” setting and not the individual roles such
as instruments or tools, noise in this conversion doesn’t ad-
versely affect the dataset quality. Further, the annotations for
the entities in VidSitu have referring expressions or phrases
describing the entity which is different from entity annota-
tion in ImSitu containing only a single noun. We circumvent
this issue by considering only the lemmatized noun for the
referring expressions. We also avoid very common objects
such as “person” which is usually associated with the agent
performing an action.

With both ImSitu and VidSitu datasets in hand, we now
create RAIV datasets. We create the following variations:
Image-Image (Im-Im), Image-Video (Im-Vid) and Video-
Video (Vid-Vid) with images taken from ImSitu and videos
taken from VidSitu. We note that while videos in VidSitu
are 10 seconds long, for our experiments we only consider 2
second long clips which correspond to a particular event in
the video. We further ensure the event is not duplicated in
the next segment to avoid annotated entities not appearing
within the given segment. After pruning, we are left with
63k images from ImSitu and 106k video segments from
VidSitu. We utilize the same splits as in the original datasets
to avoid any training dataset leakage into validation splits.
For each of the datasets, we create approximately the same
number of samples as in NLVR2 around 120k annotations
with an even distribution of the verbs and objects but we
note that our process allows creating more examples without
any additional human effort.

We further take care to not introduce any spurious dataset
bias. We follow NLVR2 in creating balanced validation
and test sets by using the same unique statement where it
is true for a particular pair and false for another pair in the
given dataset to ensure no language-only bias in the dataset.
The resulting datasets are suffixed with “T” to denote the
statements are generated using templates resulting in Im-Im
(T), Im-Vid (T), and Vid-Vid (T).

As our datasets are created semi-automatically, we also
provide reasons for the false statements. For ease of eval-
uation we follow previous work in common-sense reason-
ing [19, 48] involving multiple-choice question setup where
three reasons are provided and only one of the reasons is cor-
rect. The options are also generated via templates to prevent
any language-only biases.

We summarize our pipeline for creating RAIV template
datasets, i.e., Im-Im (T), Im-Vid (T), Vid-Vid (T) below.

1. Unify the annotations for ImSitu and VidSitu datasets,
in particular the verbs.

2. Create mapping of objects, actions, and action+objects
to image/video IDs in the datasets.

3. Sample a particular template based on object, action, or
action + object. Then choose a particular object, action,



(b) Verb: crouch, Arg0: Several People, Loc: In the Street 

(c) Verb: dance, Arg0: A man in blue shirt, Loc: In the lab 
(a) Verb: crouch, Arg0: 
man, Loc: desert

Figure 4. Example creation of generating template-based queries.

action+object.

4. Choose a particular image/video satisfying the above
criteria.

5. Choose two other image/video, one which satisfies and
another which doesn’t satisfy the criteria. This provides
us with a True and False statement.

6. In previous step, choosing them at random makes the
problem too simple, so we condition it on having at
least one shared SRL such as verb, object or location.

7. For the false statement, provide the reason for being
false.

8. Repeat the process until enough samples are obtained.

We illustrate this with an example in Fig 4. Suppose
the chosen template was “action”, “In both images, people
are doing X" where “X” is the action. Assume the chosen
action was “crouch”. Let the first sample chosen be Fig 4
(a). Given this image, we choose a “true” video as in Fig
4(b) and “false” video (c). Further, for the “false” pair, we
know both contain the verb crouch, so we can provide the
reason “people crouch in I1 but not in I2.”.

We note we restrict to limited possible templates yet cov-
ering a wide-variety of possibility based on whether it is
“action”, “object” or “action + object”. The possible tem-
plates are:

1. "In both I1 and I2, {p1}."

2. "In at least one of I1 or I2, {p1}."

3. "In exactly one of I1 or I2, {p1}."

4. "In neither I1 nor I2, {p1}.

Here, {p1} is short for placeholder and {Image} refers
to Image1 or Image2. We also note that the clause can be
easily modified such as “In both I1 and I2, {p1}” is same as
“{p1} in both I1 and I2”. The placeholder {p1} depends on
the type of template. For instance, if it is object, it is “Obj is

present”, for actions it is “Subj is performing Verb”. These
templates can then be used to get the reasoning in the form
of: “In both I1 and I2”, “In I1 but not in I2”, “In I2 but not
in I1” or “In neither I1 nor I2".

Note that for during training, the SRLs are obtained from
a pre-trained SRL detection system on the provided captions
such as [39].

For validation and test sets, we utilize all the available
annotaitons. For instance, VidSitu provides 10 verb anno-
tations for each segment. Thus, when comparing for same
verb, we consider all 10 annotations. Similarly, for other
SRLs. This makes our validation and test sets more robust
to noisy ground-truth data.

A.2. Creating Natural Language Queries
As noted in main paper, we utilize LLMs to create Natural

Language Queries. We note that there are both pros and cons
of using natural language queries as opposed to template
queries. The main advantage of templated queries is that
the output sentence has very controlled information and as a
result we can create a reasoning question directly from the
template. However, such model is of little practical use.

On the other hand, natural language queries can be
directly used by end-user but obtaining natural language
queries via humans is prohibitively expensive. Instead, we
opt to use natural language queries using LLMs. However,
we note that use of LLMs can cause errors in the generated
sentence and there is no easy way to rectify them. Further,
the obtained LLM outputs cannot be used for reasoning.

To generate the queries, we use Vicuna-13B [50] model
which is initialized from LLaMA [44] and trained on outputs
from ChatGPT [26] a closed-source model by OpenAI.

We use the LLM in two ways: (i) to create Im-Im (G), Im-
Vid (G) and Vid-Vid (G) which are generated counterparts
to the original templated datasets introduced above (ii) to
create IP2P dataset which is obtained from InstructPix2Pix.
While used in similar ways, there are some key distinctions.

For Im-Im, Im-Vid and Vid-Vid datasets, we directly take
all the visual input pairs, obtain their annotation information



and pass it to the LLM and require it to generate a True
statement. The obtained statement is then matched to another
input pair for which it is false. Essentially, the “T” and “G”
counterparts of the dataset have same visual input pairs but
the exact sentences are different.

We prompt our LLM based on the original input query in
the templated dataset. We use the following input:

""" Provide a True statement comparing the two images
with the following information:

Image 1: {SRL} Image 2: {SRL}
The statement should be in the form of "{Template}, ...",

only point out about {Image}. """
Here, {SRL} denotes the semantic roles for the given

image/video, the {Template} denotes the chosen template as
noted in previous section, and {Image} denotes which image
was chosen (I1 or I2) for the true statement.

For instance, if the original query involved Fig4 (a), (c)
with the template “In exactly one of”, with action+object,
the input would be:

""" Provide a True statement comparing the two images
with the following information:

Image 1: Verb: crouch, Subj: man, Loc: desert
Image 2: Verb: dance, Subj: a man in blue shirt, Loc: in

the lab
The statement should be in the form of "In exactly one of

the images, ...", only point out about image 1 """ This returns
the output: "In exactly one of the images, a man is crouching
in a desert." The same true statement is considered “false”
for the other pair taken from corresponding “(T)” dataset.

For IP2P, the images are created using Stable-Diffusion.
We have access to the image-caption pairs as well as the edit
caption. To create a true statement, we provide the LLM with
the original caption and the edit caption and ask it compare
the images. To create a false statement, we keep the original
caption but change the edit caption. Here, for each image
pair we have a unique true and false statement.

To generate these queries:

1. Choose a given image-pair from IP2P dataset. This
has an associated original caption, edit caption, and an
output caption.

2. Randomly sample another edit caption different from
the given edit caption. Denote this as edit caption 2.

3. Use LLM to compare original caption, and edit-caption
for True statement. Similarly, use original caption and
edit caption 2 for False statement.

For generating output with a new caption we use the
following prompt:

""" The original image caption: ...
The original image is modified with the instruction: ...
Provide a true statement comparing original and new

image. """

The original image caption: Jim Hansel 500 Piece Puzzle 
(Head Waters)
The original image is modified with the instruction: turn it into 
a stained glass window
Provide a true statement comparing original and new image.

The original image is a 500-piece puzzle 
featuring a image called "Head Waters" by 
Jim Hansel. The new image is the same 
image as the original, but it has been 
modified to look like a stained glass 
window.

TRUE

The original image caption: Jim Hansel 500 Piece Puzzle 
(Head Waters)
The original image is modified with the instruction: have it be 
a comedy sketch 
Provide a true statement comparing original and new image.

The original image is a 500-piece puzzle 
featuring the artwork "Head Waters" by 
Jim Hansel. The new image is a comedy 
sketch.

FALSE

Input: Jim Hansel 500 Piece Puzzle (Head Waters)
Edit: turn it into a stained glass window
Output: Stained Glass Window of Jim Hansel (Head 
Waters)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Illustration of generating queries for IP2P dataset. For a
given image pair, we have (a) the sentence queries used to generate
the image via Stable Diffusion (b) Using LLM to generate a True
statement and (c) False statement by changing the edit caption.

As an example, to generate true statement for given pair :
""" The original image caption: Jim Hansel 500 Piece Puzzle
(Head Waters)

The original image is modified with the instruction: turn
it into a stained glass window

Provide a true statement comparing original and new
image. """

Instead for a false pair:
""" The original image caption: Jim Hansel 500 Piece

Puzzle (Head Waters)
The original image is modified with the instruction: have

it be a comedy sketch
Provide a true statement comparing original and new

image. """



Q: A man kneels in exactly one of I1 and I2.

PrA: False
GtA: False

PrR: A man kneels in both I1 and I2
GtR: A man kneels in both I1 and I2.

(b)

Q: In both I1 and I2, a person is swimming in a pool.

PrA: True
GtA: False

PrR: A person is swimming in a pool in both I1 and I2.
GtR: A person is swimming in a pool in I2 but not in I1 

(a)

Q: In neither I1 nor I2, a person is reading a book

(c)

PrR: A person is reading a book in both I1 and I2.
GtR: A person is reading a book in I2 but not in I1.

PrA: False
GtA: False

Figure 6. Model Predictions vs Ground-Truth for template-based (“T”) validation datasets. (a) Im-Im (T), (b) Im-Vid (T), (c) Vid-Vid
(T). PrA and GtA refer to Predicted and Ground-truth Answers respectively. PrR and GtR refer to predicted and ground-truth reasoning
respectively.

B. Implementation Details

Implementation Details Our model and code are im-
plemented in Pytorch. For all fine-tuning experiments, we
follow identical settings as METER. For each dataset, we
separately fine-tune the model for 10 epochs with differen-
tial learning rates of 1e�5 and 1e�4 for the bottom and top
layers respectively.

We use 288 ⇥ 288 as the image dimension in all cases.
For videos, we sample K = 4 frames per video where each
video is 2 seconds long and sampled at 30 frames per second.
For images, we simply provide a single temporal position
embedding while for videos we have K temporal position

embeddings. We use sinusoidal position embeddings follow-
ing previous work [45].

In the task-specific pre-training step, we primarily use
the COCO dataset instead of the entire ImgAll dataset in
order to limit computation time, similar to the fine-tuning
process on the downstream task. We also note that instead
of using the object annotations available in COCO, we use
the VinVL object detector outputs instead as it detects a
larger number of categories outside of COCO. For videos,
we use a subset of Kinetics videos from VATEX-en. We note
that the videos in Kinetics are 10s long compared to 2s in
the downstream dataset. To circumvent this issue, we first



Q: The original image features a 
beautiful young woman with 
curly blond hair on a black 
leather sofa, while the modified 
image features the same woman 
with a cat added to the scene.

PrA: True
GtA: True.

Q: The original image is a 
photograph of a beautiful young 
woman with curly blond hair 
sitting on a black leather sofa, 
while the modified image is a 
sculpture of the same woman in 
the same pose and setting.

PrA: False
GtA: False.

Q: The original image shows 
a wooden house next to the 
Iceland sea, while the new 
image depicts the same 
wooden house but with a 
haunted theme.

PrA: True
GtA: True

Q: The modified image has 
snow, which is not present 
in the original image.

PrA: True
GtA: False

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Model Predictions vs Ground-truth for IP2P dataset. For a given pair of images, both the chosen True and False sentences are
shown.

obtain an intersection of the videos from AVA-Kinetics [20]
which gives us 5.7k videos where the keyframe of the person
performing the action is provided. We particularly sample 2s
clips around the keyframe. In general, we randomly sample
4 frames from the entire video.

We train for 10 epochs but reduce batch size to 256 with
AdamW optimizer [24] with linear warm-up for initial 10%
to 1e� 4 of the training followed by linear decay. We only
utilize the last checkpoint and then perform fine-tuning on
the target dataset. Most of our experiments are carried on 4x
2080Ti and 4x 3090Ti machines.

C. Visualization
We provide qualitative examples from our dataset and

outputs of our model as follows:

1. On Template-based queries and Reasoning, namely, Im-
Im (T), Im-Vid(T), Vid-Vid (T) in Figure 6

2. IP2P Generated queries in Figure 7

3. On Generated queries, Im-Im (G), Im-Vid(G), Vid-
Vid(G) in Figure 8



(b)(a)

Q: In at least one of the images, a girl with brown hair is depicted as grabbing a CD.

PrA: False
GtA: True

(c)

(a) I1: skipping_201.jpg, I2: climbing_132.jpg
(b) I1: falling_187.jpg, I2: v_Ihd-NwI030c_seg_85_95_trimmed

(c) I1: v_5lqvuMwYODI_seg_35_45, Ev3, I2: v_gNT4N5W81Hc_seg_30_40, Ev5

Q: In both images, a woman is performing an 
action with a rope in a gymnasium. The action 
being performed is skipping in the first image and 
climbing in the second image.

PrA: True
GtA: True

Q: In exactly one of the images, a man in white pants is 
depicted as falling.

PrA: False
GtA: True

Figure 8. Model Predictions vs Ground-Truth for generated queries (“G”) validation datasets. (a) Im-Im (G), (b) Im-Vid (G), (c) Vid-Vid
(G). PrA and GtA refer to Predicted and Ground-truth Answers respectively.
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